A new variational formulation of Maxwell-Vlasov and related theories is given in terms of a common Lagrangian density for both the "Vlasov particles" and the Maxwell fields. This formulation is used to derive in a consistent way, on the one hand, correct charge and current densities and, on the other, corresponding energy and energy flux densities. All of these densities generally show in addition to particle like contributions electric polarization and magnetization terms. By some limiting procedure collisionless guiding center theories with polarization drifts included are also treated. In this way local energy conservation laws are formulated for such theories, which has not been possible up to now. N ew V a r ia tio n a l F o r m u la tio n o f M a x w e ll-V la s o v
Introduction
Systems allowing a Lagrangian formulation of the equations describing them often show such proper ties as conservation laws which are not present in other systems. Moreover, the derivation of, say, such conservation laws is often facilitated quite a bit when a variational formulation is used instead of the explicit form of the underlying equations. For the usual Vlasov-Maxwell theory F. E. Low once gave a variational formulation [1] , His Lagrangian for the Vlasov part was based on the particle equa tions of motion in the usual Lagrange picture, i.e. with the position x of a particle being a dependent variable x (/; jc, , t'i), where jcj, V\ represent initial values of x and x. On the other hand, the Maxwellian part is described in a Eulerian picture with x being an independent variable. These two dif ferent pictures cause some difficulties in applying Low's Lagrangian formulation. In this paper the Vlasov part will also be based on a Eulerian picture of the particle motion which is provided by the Hamilton-Jacobi theory. This will be done for rather general Vlasov-like theories, which also al lows collisionless kinetic guiding center theories to be treated. The latter will be based on a Lagrangian for guiding center motions in a Lagrange picture given by Wimmel [2] from which Littlejohn's guid ing center mechanics, with the polarization drift Reprint requests to Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik, Bibliothek, EURATOM Association, D-8046 Garching.
included [3] , can be rederived. In order to allow the use of a Hamilton-Jacobi theory for this case, a limiting procedure has to be applied, starting with a somewhat modified Lagrangian allowing a Hamiltonian.
The new formulation will be used in order to obtain correct expressions for charge and current densities as well as for corresponding energy and momentum densities and their flux densities for the stated general class of Vlasov-like theories. All these expressions will eventually be given in terms of usual quantities such as velocities, magnetic moments etc. They generally show in addition to particle like contributions electric polarization and magnetization terms. The latter two are, of course, identical to zero for the usual particle Vlasov theory. They are, however, essential for kinetic guiding center theories, and one important result of this paper is that for these theories correct charge and current densities are derived, leading in a consistent way to local energy conservation laws, a result which had not yet been obtained in the case with polarization drifts [2] , It will also be shown that these charge and current densities fulfill certain criteria resulting from an exact Vlasov theory, such as a vanishing current density in time-independent but inhomogeneous magnetic fields for "isotropic" guiding center distribution functions. Drift motions are thus exactly compensated by magnetization effects in this case.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. I the Hamilton-Jacobi theory is reviewed in a way suited 0340-4811 / 84 / 0100-0001 $ 01.3 0/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
to its later application. In Sect. II Lagrangians for Vlasov like theories are introduced. These are specialized in Sect. Ill to ones that allow coupling to the electromagnetic field. First expressions for charge and current densities are obtained there. In Sect. IV energy and energy flux densities are de rived. All the densities are expressed by convention al variables in Section V. Section VI presents an application to the usual Vlasov-Maxwell theory yielding the already known expressions, and in Sect. VII kinetic guiding center Maxwell theories are treated for which self-consistent expressions for the various densities are given for the first time.
Hamilton-Jacobi theory
In order to allow the inclusion of systems more general than the usual Vlasov theory, especially kinetic guiding center theories, we consider a more general space than the normal jr-space with posi tion vectors y = (j'i,..., y") = (y \,y 2).
is the position vector in normal Jt-space. y2 is assumed to be of dimension n2. Corresponding to y we need variables a = (a ,,..., a") such that we can define a function S = 5 (y, a, t) (3) (4) for each particle species to be a complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
where H (j, P, t) is the Hamiltonian for the "par ticles" as a function of the canonical variables >' and P The following relations hold:
where V is the velocity of "particles" in >' space and öS/Sa appears to be a constant of the motion. A general constant of the motion is a function of a and dS/da. Furthermore, one can form the Van Vleck determinant 5 2S --= vv (y, a, t ) ,
öa jdyk which can be shown to satisfy the continuity equa tion [4] 0w 6 -+ -> F ) = 0. dt 8y (8)
Lagrangians for Vlasov-Iike equations
If used as a Lagrangian, the following functional of S (>', a. t) and an additional function (p (j, a, t) has the property of yielding Vlasov-like equations: 
Since / is a constant of the motion, it satisfies the "Vlasov" equation when a is replaced by p via p=dS/dy\ and it will in fact turn out to be the distribution function for the particle species consid ered or at least to be closely related to it in the case of guiding center theories. In the case of H being an N particle Hamiltonian / is a solution of Liouville's equation. This case will, however, not be considered here.
Coupling to the electromagnetic field
In the following v denotes the particle species with charge ev and mass mv. For the coupling to the electromagnetic field we have to restrict the "par ticle" Hamiltonians to correspond to gauge in variant theories, i.e. if no derivatives of E and b are to be included 
In the usual Vlasov theory H v does not depend on p2, E, b. E and b follow from < £> and A:
The Lagrange density for the vacuum fields is
and we take as the Lagrangian for the coupled Maxwell-"Vlasov" system
Using this function in Hamilton's principle, we obtain by variation of e s v <Pv--+ ev<P + Hv= 0, or Sv: <pr= Wyfv\z, -I,
= q = charge density ,
-c curl X I dn*y2 wv/ v v = j = current density.
, a h v a b
Equations (23) and (24) are the inhomogeneous Maxwellian equations with expressions for the charge and current densities on the r.h.s. The current density -and correspondingly the charge density -shows three different contributions: "par ticle", electric polarization and magnetization con tributions (the latter without a counterpart in the charge density). The "particle" contribution obeys by itself a conservation law which is a consequence of the gauge invariance of the theory expressed by the combinations dSv/dt + ev <t> and dSv/dx -(ev/c)A. The electric polarization and magnetization con tributions also separately obey conservation laws. There exists therefore some ambiguity in defining such densities. The fact that unique expressions are obtained for the charge and current densities is a consequence of deriving them from the variational principle. It is only these expressions which can be consistent with a local conservation law for the energy which will be derived in the next section. A further simplification of (23) and (24) is obtained in Section V.
Energy and energy flux densities
In order to derive expressions for these quanti ties. we first introduce z = (t,y) = (z0,z l, . . . , z n), za = (t, 
This -almost -constitutes the local conservation law for energy and momentum; almost, because Qkl is not symmetric.
In the following only energy conservation which is related to 0o/, will be considered. 
+ div a A - 
Like charge and current densities, these expressions show "particle", electric polarization and magnetiza tion contributions. In the following we get a further simplification of these expressions as well as of the expressions for the charge and current densities.
Integration over the additional coordinates y2
From (15) 
The integrands of q, j, e, tj therefore only depend on y2 via f v (a, 0Sv/0a) through 0Sv/6 a 2 = y2 + vector independent of y2. The result of the y2 integrations is therefore <47)
which is a constant of motion in x-space. We can now replace the aj integration by a p integration by using p = 05v .|/0x. This gives
which is now a solution of the "Vlasov" equation in x,/>-space:
where the brackets are Poisson brackets. With all this we can now replace on the expres sions for q J , e, tj
from which the interpretation of f v as distribution function also becomes evident. This is the final general result of this paper. In the next sections these results are applied to the usual Vlasov case and to the case of kinetic guiding center theories. 
Because of (53) only particle contributions remain, and we find the well-known expressions In this case one finds 
These relations are correct for all e. e only occurs in the original expressions with the momenta as vari ables instead of jc. We now replace the integration over p by an integration over jc. Because of (58) we have d2p = e2 (m + e) d3x
and we therefore define F (x ,x,t) = s2 (m + e )f(x ,p , t ) .
(64)
The integration over jc is simplified when going to the limit s -*■ 0. For this purpose we first write down the exact equations of motion:
ex = e E + -xx B , 
(77) which in the limit £ 0 becomes an exact constant of the motion. Since for e ->• 0, cogc -> oo, rge -> 0, the integration over the phase of the "gyromotion" yields 2 n for the remainder, and we can replace We now write F{jc, jc, t) --/ g (x, f n, t) S(ße) ,
m where 0{pt) is to be understood in such a way that integration over n R only gives a contribution for fir 0 for £ 0. Furthermore, a dependence on n is added, which is possible because ix only had the character of a parameter. We can also sum our ex pressions over /u, i.e. integrate, which is analogous to summing over different particle species. We there fore arrive at the replacement rule 
2 7i ~ in c + div X ----1 By dp dv f g y -z - It has thus been established that the drift kinetic equation (85) together with Maxwell's equations with charge and current densities (81), (82) form a self-consistent system obeying a local energy con servation law £ + di\ t] = 0, with e and // given by (83), (84). Moreover, the current density (82) has / mv 7 \ the property of vanishing for / gv= /gv I --vf. + /u B I, which corresponds to a stationary solution of (85) for A = 0 = 0 but A (jc) arbitrary. One thus gets a compensation of drift and magnetization currents as with solutions/"(r) of the exact Vlasov equation.
Summary
By using a Eulerian description of point mechan ics in the form of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation a new variational formulation of Maxwell-Vlasov and re lated theories has been given within a Eulerian picture for both the electromagnetic and the Vlasov parts. This formulation allowed us to derive correct charge and current densities as well as correspond ing energy and energy flux densities consisting of particle like, electric polarization and magnetization contributions. By some limiting procedure collision less guiding center theories with polarization drifts included were also treated. In this way it was possible for the first time to formulate consistently local energy conservation laws for such theories. Also, Liouville's equation could be formulated variationally likewise.
